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In line with our strategic priorities, we now have 
our largest-ever land bank; we own more plots with 
planning permission than at any time before; and have 
continued our increase in the number of homes and 
partnership homes we are building.”
Stephen Wicks  
Chief Executive Officer

What were this period's 
highlights?
This year, Inland Homes has reached 
new heights for our land acquisition, 
construction and partnership activities. In 
line with our strategic priorities, we now 
have our largest-ever land bank; we own 
more plots with planning permission than 
at any time before; and have continued 
our increase in the number of homes and 
partnership homes we are building.

Within that, the highlights have been 
achieving two significant planning consent 
milestones, with permission granted for 
both our flagship 100-acre site at Wilton 
Park in Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire 
and for our largest-ever development, 
at Cheshunt Lakeside in Cheshunt, 
Hertfordshire. Achieving these consents 
follows several years of extensive 
consultation. We have an unbroken track 
record in obtaining planning approvals on 
complex brownfield sites, which is why I 
rate these two consents as the significant 

features of the reporting period. 
Together, these two sites have 

planning consent for more than 
1,500 homes.

The number of plots in our land 
bank now stands at a record 
7,796 and, of these, 2,956 have 
planning consent. With the 
self-build and partnership 
arms of our Group growing 
in scale and reputation, we 

have key pieces in place 
to fully maximise the 
value of this land across 
the short, medium and 
long term. 

Is land acquisition still 
important to the business 
strategy?
The clue is in our name! Everything we 
do stems from securing the right land 
opportunities. Our ability to identify, purchase 
and secure planning approvals on complex 
sites enables us to maximise each site’s 
potential, whether that is by selling, building 
for private sale or partnership activities. 
Identifying the right land opportunities is still 
the key to our success.

Will construction and 
partnership activities continue 
to play a growing role in your 
business model?
Yes. At the end of the reporting period we 
had 1,813 homes under construction across 
12 schemes (including five partnership 
schemes) and we want to maintain this 
momentum and increase year-on-year 
the proportion of these that we build for 
partners.

Having an in-house construction capability 
gives greater control over a project and 
should reduce our costs. We can buy 
materials and employ subcontractors 
directly, build higher-quality homes more 
efficiently and offer customers a first-class 
service. Since appointing Gary Skinner 
as Group Managing Director in 2016, we 
have invested extensively in systems and 
personnel, and this is now starting to pay off. 

With the Government’s target to build 
300,000 homes per annum by the mid-2020s, 
we expect significant and sustained growth 
in the demand from housing associations, 
where the developer is expected to provide 
the land and construction. We have already 
more than quadrupled the number of homes 
being built on behalf of partners since the 
previous reporting period, with more than 
half of the homes under construction being 
built on behalf of our partners (921 of the 
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1,813 under construction). With our track 
record of creating high-quality homes 
on time and budget, we are in a strong 
position to make the most of this anticipated 
increased demand. 

Brexit continues to dominate 
the political landscape. 
How is Inland Homes faring, 
and what have you done to 
mitigate any ongoing impact?                            
The uncertainty over Brexit has caused 
considerable caution with first-time buyers 
(who are our target market), and there has 
been lower demand in Central London 
(where we continue our policy of having no 
activity). However, there remains a shortage 
of housing across the UK, and property 
values and demand in the south and south-
east, where we operate, remain healthy.  

While this housing demand underpins our 
strategy, we have refined our priorities 
to ensure we maximise current market 
opportunities and reduce risk. Our strategic 
land bank of non-brownfield sites now 
makes up 3,523 of our 7,796 plots. We hold 
these sites on 'discount to market value' 
options, which we are only required to 

exercise after we obtain planning consent, 
providing medium-term opportunities 
without tying up significant amount of 
capital. 

We are experiencing exceptionally high 
demand from housing associations, where 
we provide the land and construction of 
the scheme, and increasing the number of 
homes build through partnership schemes 
is a clear strategic priority. These schemes 
reduce our exposure to any softening of 
the market. We realise an immediate cash 
injection from the land sale and recognise 
revenue and cash through monthly 
payments of certified work done for our 
customers. We see partnerships with 
housing associations and local authorities 
as our biggest growth opportunity. 

What planning reforms would 
you like to see implemented? 
The planning process needs further reform, 
as housebuilders continue to spend an 
enormous amount of time and money 
obtaining consents. Much time is spent 
on achieving an outline planning consent 
which is then prolonged by time spent 
in obtaining detailed planning consent. 
This causes delays in building homes. For 
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example, we spent three years and more 
than £3.2m securing an outline planning 
consent at one of our major sites. 

The biggest single reform to improve the 
planning system would be to ‘ring fence’ 
and increase planning fees so that local 
authorities can invest in sufficient and 
experienced personnel. 

In recent years, Help to Buy has been 
responsible for a significant chunk of 
transactions, particularly in the new-
build market, with 65% of our completions 
this period supported by the scheme. 
Government needs to look seriously at what 
will replace the scheme when it is due to 
come to an end in 2023. An extension or 
alternative scheme is essential. 

Scrapping all stamp duty for properties 
under £500,000 would be a big win for 
buyers. However, the Government should 
also consider reducing the burden of this 
tax on properties above £500,000 as the tax 
loss is unlikely to be material, yet would 
help increase the number of transactions. 

www.inlandhomesplc.com
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Q&A with Stephen Wicks
CONTINUED

How does Inland Homes’ 
subsidiary, Hugg Homes,  
fit with your strategy?
Hugg Homes helps us realise additional  
value from land while it is going through 
the planning process. The modular units 
support local authorities and others in 
meeting short-term housing needs with 
a quality that ranks favourably against  
other options. With local authorities 
spending nearly £1bn a year on temporary 
accommodation in 2017-18, there is huge 
potential for growth. 

What has happened with 
Rosewood Housing this period?
We registered Rosewood Housing, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Inland Homes, as 
a for-profit provider of social housing in 
August 2018. During this reporting period, 
we finalised its second affordable housing 
transaction for a new housing development 
in Tring.

Rosewood provides the opportunity to 
develop, hold and manage certain Section 
106 affordable homes. It comprises a mix 
of rented and shared-ownership units that 
need to remain within the regulated sector, 
while owned by a registered provider. In 
particular, we expect to generate revenue 
from the ‘staircasing’ of shared-ownership 
homes, where residents can buy further 
shares in their property once they have lived 
in it for a  period of time. We will continue to 
grow our affordable housing portfolio in the 
coming year.        

What is your approach 
to health and safety?                                                          
It’s a no-compromise approach. The 
safety of our staff, contractors and the 
communities we operate in is our utmost 
priority. In August, the Group reached 
its target of having worked 2.5 million 
man-hours with no reportable incidents 
and as at 30 September 2019 our Accident 
Frequency Rate (AFR) stands at 0.12.

We are acutely aware of the fact that as the 
construction arm of the business grows, 
so do the number of high-risk activities. 
With this in mind, we are reaffirming 
our commitment to safety throughout 
the business and all employees will attend 
a health and safety day conference in the 
year ahead. 

Inland Homes has invested 
heavily in its workforce. Why 
has this been important?                      
Attracting new talent and retaining 
experience gives us a competitive edge. As 
the building arm of the business grows, so do 
employee numbers. We had 161 employees 
at the end of the reporting period, compared 
to 105 last year. Most of these roles are 
site based but support staff roles have also 
increased. We will continue to focus on 
maintaining the quality and strengths of 
our team. 

What is the outlook for the year 
ahead? 
Our agile business model enables us to 
respond to the opportunities the market 
presents. 

With the requirement for affordable homes 
being a priority for Government and local 
authorities, there is exceptionally strong 
demand from housing associations for 
projects where we can provide both the land 
and construction service. 

We have some very lucrative land acquisition 
opportunities which we are seeking to 
engage in a ‘capital light’ structure, while 
our net borrowings reduce to improve 
our balance sheet. Specifically, we are 
now targeting pro-development London 
Boroughs, such as Barking and Dagenham, 
Waltham Forest and Hounslow.

With our track record of creating high-
quality homes on time and budget, we are 
in a strong position to make the most of 
this increased demand. We are aiming to 
increase our share of this growing market 
and have created a land bank to achieve this 
objective.

7,796

1,813

Land bank plots 

Homes under 
construction 

In recent months and in the year ahead, our 
focus will be on acquiring land where we act 
as asset managers on behalf of third parties. 
We have a 100% success rate in securing 
planning consent on brownfield sites and 
have established a reputation for delivering 
on behalf of these stakeholders. This activity 
is light on our capital and at reduced risk 
while still providing enhanced financial 
contributions to Inland Homes. This reflects 
the expertise added by the Group in the 
management process. 

With a substantial number of highly 
sustainable sites suitable for rental housing, 
we also expect to secure build-to-rent 
operators in the current financial year. As 
we evaluate this opportunity and consider 
the best way to develop our sites at Wilton 
Park and Cheshunt Lakeside, we are actively 
exploring funding options. 
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